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ABSTRACT
E-Governance integrates the use and implementation of technology based
suites and modules for the usage in the public domain so that the common
persons can be able to use this segment without harassment in public offices.
The approach of e-governance associates the online services so that the real
time analytics and the implementation can be done to the public services
without any delay and with higher degree of accuracy. The use of egovernance is quite prominent in assorted streams whereby the citizen
identification and the government services are required to be associated so
that the higher performance and cumulative recital is there. The paradigm and
implementation perspectives of e-governance are required in the citizens
based services for governance and services towards the access to government
schemes and thereby this manuscript is having the key focus in this segment
for the usage patterns of e-governance in the assorted aspects with specific
scenarios of developing countries. In this research work, the adoption and
integration of e-governance is associated as the key point towards the smart
applications in the smart environment. For the development and growth of any
country, there is need to associate the technology based products and services.
These are the key points in the smart environment with the e-governance in
any region. This work is pointing out these perspectives of e-governance and
online services.
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1. Introduction
E-Governance refers to the usage of Information and Communication (ICT) based technologies for the
integration of government with social services for the citizens [1,2]. The objectives and goals of e-governance
are to provide the higher accuracy aware services to the citizens so that the overall social and economic
elevation can be done with the cumulative performance with the availabilities in the escalated key points
[3,4,5,6,7,8]. The key areas and segments of e-governance [6,9] includes: i. Government-To-Citizen (G2C), ii.
Government-To-Government (G2G), iii. Government-To-Employees (G2E), iv. Government-To-Business
(G2B). These are the prime delivery channels to the citizens and general implementations. The paradigm of e-
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governance is having the assorted aspects with the construe and citadel towards the enormous points
[8,10,11,12]:
 Internal Organization
 Business Aspects
 Government Services
 Organizational Aspects

Figure 1. Key Aspects of E-Governance[13]
“Fig. 1” is presenting the assorted key points of e-governance. The government agencies strive to implement
the services of e-governance so that the enormous features of governance can be integrated [14,15]. EGovernance incorporates the utilization and execution of innovation based suites and modules for the use in
the open space so the regular people can probably utilize this fragment without badgering in open workplaces.
The methodology of e-governance relates the online administrations so the constant investigation and the
usage should be possible to the open administrations immediately and with higher level of exactness. The
utilization of e-governance is very noticeable in arranged streams whereby the native recognizable proof and
the taxpayer supported organizations are required to be related with the goal that the higher presentation and
total presentation [16,17].
The worldview and execution points of view of e-governance are required in the resident based
administrations for governance and administrations towards the entrance to government plans and along these
lines this original copy is having the key concentration in this fragment for the utilization examples of egovernance in the different perspectives with explicit situations of creating nations [18,19].

Figure 2. Implementation Patterns with E-Governance[20]
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“Fig. 2” is depicting the use case patterns and implementation aspects of e-governance so that the all time
availabilities can be done with the integration of e-governance.
1.1. Advantages





Speed
Cost Optimization
Transparency
Accountability

1.2. Limitations






Loss in Interpersonal Communications
Higher Cost
Technical Aspects
Illiteracy
Cybercrimes

2. Usage of E-Governance with Blockchain Technologies for Security
E-Governance is now days quite prominent with the blockchain integration so that the higher security can be
provided without any scope of cracking. Blockchain is the state-of-the-art technology that is always associated
with security and higher degree of privacy in assorted applications [21,22,23]. Now days, blockchain
technology is not limited to the crypto-currencies rather it is under implementation for various social and
corporate segments [24,25]. These segments include e-governance, social networking, e-commerce,
transportation, logistics, professional communications and many others[7,22,26,27].
Blockchain refers to the high performance and security aware technology in which a digital ledger is
maintained. The digital ledger is quite transparent and there is no scope of any manipulations in the records by
the intermediates or any administrator. The records of all the transactions are logged in the blockchain ledger
and the operations are committed final with different protocols and algorithms which cannot be hacked by the
third party intrusions. In blockchain network, there exists the blocks of different data elements and records
[13,28,29,30].
Each block participates in the blockchain network and it is immutable. The term immutable here refers that it
is secured and non-breakable. Hence it forms the blockchain of secured chain of blocks without any
probabilities of intentional or accidental tampering or leakage in the data. The first block in the chain of
network is known as the Genesis Block from where the blockchain initiates the transactions. With the increase
by inserting different blocks with encryption of every block with previous block, it becomes secured and
therefore difficult to crack the previous states because of so many encryptions [22,31,32].
In Blockchain Programming, the Proof-of-Work (PoW) is one of the very important algorithms. It is used to
confirm and validate the transactions so that the new blocks are added in the blockchain. It is referred as the
key consensus algorithm for the verifications and authenticity of the transactions. In blockchain network,
different miners participate for the validation and completing the transactions. For the successful validations,
the miners are rewarded with the digital crypto-currencies as their remuneration [22,32].
This process also avoids the double spending problem so that the digital currency or transaction is
implemented in secured way. For example, if A transmit a file or digital currency to B. In this case, that
specific file or currency values in the records of A must be deleted and then should be reflected in the records
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of B. Traditionally, it is done by the Bank as intermediate. In case of blockchain network, it is implemented
without any intermediate and it is validated automatically using specialized algorithms. If there are instances
of non deleting the transaction from sender, it will de-evaluate the currency despite of the type of currency
[33,34].
In current scenarios, the governments as well as corporate organizations are striving towards the
implementation of blockchain technology for secured application. For these integrations, there is need to
associate the secured algorithms of Proof of Work (PoW) so that the privacy and integrity of implementations
will be there. The research scholars and forensic scientists can make use of blockchain technologies so that the
exact and accurate prediction of specific identities shall be there which can be used for the criminal forensic as
well as the law enforcement scenarios. In this regard, we have bolster the issue of encryption as a
development platform that can help national people with weak Internet access such as Iraq [22]. Following are
some of the examples of Blockchain Implementations:
Entertainment
Social Networks
Cryptocurrency
Retail
 KickCity
 Matchpool
 Bitcoin
 Warranteer
 B2Expand
 Minds
 Litecoin
 Blockpoint
 Spotify
 MeWe
 Namecoin
 Loyyal
 Guts
 Steepshot
 Dogecoin
 Fluz Fluz
 Veredictum
 DTube
 Primecoin
 Shopin
 Mastodon
 Nxt
 Spl.yt
 Sola
 Ripple
 Opskins
 Ethereum
 Ecoinmerce.io
 Every.Shop
 Portion
 Buying.com

3. Challenges in E-Governance













Infrastructure
Law and Public Strategies
Law Enforcement
Trust
Physical Disability
Digital Divide
Privacy
Integrity
Eradicate the roots of
Corruption
Education and Marketing
Records Management
Workforce Management

Figure 3. E-Government Development Index (EGDI) of Global Regions
in 2018[35]
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“Fig. 3” is showing the EGDI as the index with the global points of implementation in year 2018 and showing
that there is huge elevation in the integration for the citizen services.
4. Usage Patterns of E-Governance in Developing Countries

Figure 4. World Wide Average[35]
Be that as it may, developing and actualizing e-government is troublesome and take-up among natives can be
slow. Whereas, Denmark is the main positioned nation in online service conveyance in 2018 where seen 89%
of its residents utilizing e-services. On the contrary, numerous different nations are wrestling to advancement
e-government for instance Egypt e-services take-up is only 2%.
Table 1 is showing the e-governance survey report of year 2018 with the key perspectives so that the
cumulative performance can be depicted to the higher degree of performance.
Table 1: E-Government Survey Report 2018[36,37]
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Figure 5. E-Governance Survey Report[36,37]
Table 2 is having the depiction of the e-participation of the countries with the key integration of e-governance
for the upliftment of the government services and the schemes [38,39,40,41].
Table 2. E–Participation Index with Key 11 Countries[36,37]
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Figure 6. E-Governance Participation Report[36]
5. E-Governance in Iraq
Iraq is one of the countries moving ahead towards the integration and implementation of technology based
suites and the products for the government and the social services.
Table 3 is presenting the e-government development index that is specific to the use case patterns of Iraq and
thereby to have the key points of government services in the citizen domains.
Table 3. E-government development index[36,37]
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The depiction of tabular data of Iraq is showing that there is huge elevation in the practices of e-governance in
Iraq and numbers of projects are running with the support of government agencies.

Figure 7. E-Governance Points
“Fig. 7” is having the view of government services which can be accessed using e-governance despite of any
region. These services and clients include mobile, tabs, laptops and many other devices.
6. Conclusion
E-Governance is now days under adoption and implementation by many countries so that the citizen services
can be escalated with higher performance without any scope of corruption. The domain of e-governance is not
limited to specific domains rather it is extended towards the services including E-Benefits, E-Payroll, EIdentification and many others. E-administration incorporates the utilization and usage of innovation based
suites and modules for use in the open area so common individuals can utilize this section without provocation
in open workplaces. The e-government approach partners online administrations so continuous investigation
and usage can be performed immediately and with more noteworthy exactness in open administrations. The
utilization of electronic administration is very significant in an assortment of streams where it is important to
relate the distinguishing proof of residents and taxpayer supported organizations so that there is better
execution and an aggregate presentation. The worldview and points of view for the usage of electronic
administration are required in citizenship-based administrations for administration and administrations for
getting to government plans and, consequently, this original copy has the principle objective in this section.
for models of utilization of electronic administration in different angles. with explicit situations in creating
nations. In this exploration work, the selection and incorporation of electronic government is related as the
key point towards savvy applications in a shrewd domain. For the advancement and development of any
nation, it is important to consolidate innovation based items and administrations. These are the key focuses in
the savvy condition with electronic government in any district. This work demonstrates these prospects for egovernment and online administrations. The manuscript is presenting the usage patterns and implementation
perspectives of e-governance in assorted aspects for the multiple dimensions.
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